NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
PROPOSAL TO AMEND NT PLANNING SCHEME
PA2017/0203

The Minister for Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics is seeking comment on an
amendment to Clause 7.5 (Private Open Space) of the NT Planning Scheme.
The purpose of this amendment is to clarify the intended function of private open
space and to provide greater flexibility with respect to dwelling design.
Following a brief background, the current Clause 7.5 (Private Open Space)
and proposed amendments are at pages 3 – 6 of this Exhibition Package.
An accompanying fact sheet on the application of Clause 7.5 is at pages 7 – 9.
Period of Exhibition and Lodging a Submission
The exhibition period is from Friday, 19 May 2017 to Friday, 16 June 2017.
Written submissions about the proposed planning scheme amendment are to be
received by 11:59pm on Friday, 16 June 2017 and addressed to:
NT Planning Commission
GPO Box 1680
DARWIN NT 0801; or
Email: planning.dlpe@nt.gov.au; or
Fax: (08) 8999 7189; or
Hand delivered to:
Level 2, Energy House,
18 – 20 Cavenagh Street, Darwin
For more information please contact Mr Chris Humphries, Lands Planning on
telephone (08) 8924 7513.
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Attachment B1
=====================================================================
Submission Number: 1
Name: Diana Rickard
Phone: null
Fax: null
Email: drickar@spiderweb.com.au
Postal Address: PO Box 127 Berry Springs 0838
=====================================================================
The 'sea of roof tops' in Darwin, Palmerston and parts of the rural area is not a strong point for
tropical environmental or social sustainability. Clause 7.5 should extend the need for developers to
leave an open space area of at least the same lot size of neighbouring building sites every 4 lots especially for mid to high density dwellings. Psychological studies increasingly single out the
claustrophobic effects of living too close to neighbours on blocks that have little or no green open
space. Your exhibition package also points out that stormwater flow is dramatically affected. I've
earlier pointed out that Coolalinga is a planning catastrophe that has catered only to the economic
interests of mostly southern developers with no sense of place or identity with tropical design or
environment. Workshops to include members of the public in a Plan for Coolalinga are too late to
change this. Very small lot sizes in Zuccoli have significantly imposed environmental, social and
economic restrictions on rural residents living across from them. The developer was supposed to
have a green buffer, solid fences and no road access to Radford Road but this was soon
forgotten. Planning amendments such as are proposed for Clause 7.5 should not be allowed to be
removed by the Minister or DCA to suit developer whims. They should be recognised as a
minimum legal requirement for commonsense living in the Top End.

Attachment B2
=====================================================================
Submission Number: 2
Name: Greg Chapman
Phone: null
Fax: null
Email: ernt@ernt.com.au
Postal Address: PO Box 38642 Winnellie 0821
=====================================================================
Clause 7.5 should not be amended. Small lot sizes and multiple and high rise buildings that
compromise the well-being of tropical families and individuals - because there is no privacy or
ability to plant trees, have a large (well-mannered)dog, allow kids to play outside or allow adults to
have outside hobbies - should be stopped. Suburbs like Zuccoli and Coolalinga should have lots
consolidated to achieve an open tropical live-style that does not impose on rural neighbour
amenity. Defence housing should fit into tropical requirements. Our need for open and green living
spaces should not be subservient to their closed, airconditioned wants. Public and private green
spaces should be made bigger - not smaller. We cannot encourage the right type of people to live
here long-term without some government recognition for the needs of tropical environments to
embrace tropical people - those accustomed to the climate and climatic volatility - not those who
are threatened by it.

Attachment B3

A/Executive Director, Rangelands
Goyder Centre
25 Chung Wah Terrace
PALMERSTON NT 0830

Mr Chris Humphries
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics
GPO Box 1680
Darwin NT 0801

Dear Mr Humphries

Postal Address
PO Box 496
PALMERSTON NT 0831

T 08 8999 6391
F 08 8999 4403
E christine.long@nt.gov.au
Our ref: DENR2017/0266
Your ref: PA2017/0203

RE: PA2017/0203 - 05396 Town of Darwin, Amendment to Clause 7.5
The Department of Environment and Natural Resources has assessed the information contained in
the above application and has not identified any issues of concern with respect to this submission.
Should you have any further queries regarding these comments, please contact Maria Wauchope by
email maria.wauchope@nt.gov.au or phone (08) 8999 3692.
Yours sincerely

Christine Long
23 May 2017

www.denr.nt.gov.au
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COUNCIL

TRIM Ref: PA2017/0203

Enquiries: Mr. Dilip Nellikat

26 June 2017

NT Planning Commission
GPO Box 1680
DARWIN NT 0801

Dear Minister,

PROPOSED PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENT - CL 7.5 (PRIVATE OPEN SPACE)

I refer to the letter from the Development Assessment Services team dated 26/05/2017
(reference PA2017/0203) regarding an amendment to the planning scheme with respect to
Clause 7.5 relating to private open space requirements.

Local authority matters

Council is in support of this planning scheme amendment in principle.
Council believes that the provision for greater flexibility in dwelling design will allow better
design outcomes that will allow reduction in building and concrete massing, improve
landscaping possibilities and soften the visual impact from the streets.
Further broader comments may be provided as a result of Council’s assessment of the
application or by Council’s representative at the Consent Authority meeting.

Service authority matters

It is encouraged that through this amendment the planning scheme permit a design that allows
infiltration into the ground wherever possible, due to the following reasons:
1. An increase in the provision of permeability within the Private Open space areas will
increase the opportunities for infiltration and replenish the underlying aquifers.
2.

This will also reduce the overall impact to the surrounding stormwater system.

Further technical observations may be provided by Council’s representative at any hearing of
the application should such be deemed necessary.

93 Todd Street • PO Box 1071 Alice Springs NT 0871
Tel: (08) 89 500 500 • Fax: (08) 89 530 558 • Email: astc@astc.nt.gov.au • Web: www.alicesprings.nt.gov..

Development Consent Authority
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If the Authority or the applicant would like to discuss this matter further, they should contact
Manager Developments on 89500538.

Yours faithfully

jS)

Dilip Nelnkat

MANAGER DEVELOPMENTS

Attachment B5

16 June 2017

Please quote: 3539480 DB:hd
Your reference: PA2017/0203

Mr Brendan Dowd
Chairman
NT Planning Commission
GPO Box 1680
DARWIN NT 0801

Dear Mr Dowd
Northern Territory Planning Scheme Amendment to Clause 7.5 (Minimum
Private Open Space Area)
Thank you for the Proposed Planning Scheme Amendment referred to this office
22 May 2017, concerning the above. This letter was placed before City of Darwin’s
Ordinary Council Meeting held 13 June 2017. Council endorsed the letter, as
below.
City of Darwin does not support the amendments to Clause 7.5 (Minimum
Private Open Space Area) of the Northern Territory Planning Scheme for the
following reasons.
a). Intent of Planning Scheme Amendment
City of Darwin is concerned with the lack of explanation behind this
Planning Scheme Amendment. As mentioned in the proposal “in 2015,
urban Councils and industries raised concern with the growing ‘sea of roofs’
and reduced potential for ‘leafy suburbs’ to mature.” City of Darwin
continues to be concerned about the prevalence of ground level
construction and lack of vegetated open space. An increase in private open
space could contribute to an urban forest which will likely assist in reducing
overall temperatures within residential areas.
The current requirements for private open space area are thought to assist
with supporting vegetation and a contribution to an urban forest. There
appears to be limited explanation behind the removal of these requirements
from the proposed amendment.
City of Darwin requires additional analysis into the need for these
amendments to private open space and any subsequent reductions in area
or dimensions. This should also be assessed in relation to the amount and
quality of public open space.
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b). Minimum dimension of 1.5 metres
City of Darwin notes that Table to Clause 7.5 of the Northern Territory
Planning Scheme currently requires 45/50m2 of private open space
inclusive of an area with minimum dimensions of 5m x 5m/6m x 6m. These
minimum dimensions currently ensure that at least some usable private
open space will be provided with suitable dimensions. The proposed
minimum dimension of 1.5 metres for private open space open vertically to
the sky is considered insufficient in providing adequate usable private open
space.
City of Darwin requires additional explanation and justification with regard to
the inclusion of this minimum dimension. City of Darwin also requests an
increase in the minimum dimensions for private open space open vertically
to the sky in order to ensure usable private open space is provided.
City of Darwin acknowledges the proposed restructuring of Clause 7.5 to clarify
and separate the purpose of the clause and performance criteria, and to be
consistent with other clauses within the Northern Territory Planning Scheme.
The separation of requirements for private open space into covered and
uncovered with an overall increase from 45/50m2 to 64/69m2 is considered
generally acceptable in ensuring private open space is provided.
However, City of Darwin requires additional explanation and justification for the
changes to Clause 7.5 Minimum Areas of Private Open Space, with particular
clarification as to whether the proposed minimum dimension of 1.5 metres is
adequate for the needs of residents and the supporting of vegetation.
If you require any further discussion in relation to this application, please contact
me on 08 8930 0528 or c.robson@darwin.nt.gov.au.
Yours faithfully

CINDY ROBSON
STRATEGIC TOWN PLANNER

